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SUBSTRATE INTERACTIONS 
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d
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 and Emmanuelle 
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 Combining STM measurements on three different substrates (HOPG, MoS2, and Au[111]), DFT calculations, and using a 

previously developed phenomenological model, we analyze the origin of the self-assembly of 4-Cyano-4′-n-decylbiphenyl 

(10CB), into kinked row structures. This molecule has an alkyl chain with 10 carbons and a cyanobiphenyl group of 

particularly large dipole moment. 10CB represents a toy model that we use here to unravel the relationship between the 

induced kinked structure, in particular, the corresponding chirality expression, and the balanced intermolecular/molecule-

substrate interaction. We show that the local ordered structure is driven by the typical alkyl chain/substrate interaction for 

HOPG and Au[111] and the cyanobiphenyl group/substrate interaction for MoS2. The strongest molecule/substrate 

interactions are observed for MoS2 and Au[111]. These strong interactions should have led to non-kinked, commensurate 

adsorbed structures. However, this latter appears impossible due to steric interactions between the neighboring 

cyanobiphenyl groups that lead to a fan-shape structure of the cyanobiphenyl packing on the three substrates. As a result, 

the kink-induced chirality is particularly large on MoS2 and Au[111]. A further breaking of symmetry is observed on 

Au[111] due to an asymmetry of the facing molecules in the rows induced by similar interactions with the substrate of 

both the alkyl chain and the cyanobiphenyl group. We calculate that the overall 10CB/Au[111] interaction is of the order of 

2 eV per molecule. The close 10CB/MoS2 interaction, in contrast, is dominated by the cyanobiphenyl group, being 

particularly large due to dipole-dipole interaction between the cyanobiphenyl groups and the MoS2 substrate. 

   

Introduction  

For more than 30 years, a large variety of adsorbed molecular 
monolayers has been revealed and their structures studied in 
detail. Despite the considerable work already performed, the 
structure of a given self-assembled monolayer (SAM) for a new 
molecule/substrate combination remains unpredictable yet. A 
fundamental difficulty resides in mastering the relationship 
between the molecule/substrate, intermolecular interactions, 
and the emerged 2D supra-molecular structure. It is difficult 
because the relevant interactions, responsible for the induced 
ordered structures, are all of the same order of magnitude, 
moreover of value often not precisely known. Despite such 
complexity, the scientific interest towards 2D supra-molecular 
structures remains very high 

1
 since the crystalline structures, 

induced on crystalline substrates, can provide a number of 

potential applications 
2
. To recall only a few, 2D molecular 

structures could be used as mother-templates for the 
stabilization of 3D molecular films that can be chiral 

3-6
. This 

kind of 2D chirality becomes increasingly interesting due to the 
number of techniques now able to overcome the recurring 
problem of the formation of mirror-image domains that would 
finally render the overall system racemic 

7-15
. A 2D mother-

template may also serve as a molecular sieve for the selection 
of guest-molecules by structural criteria 

16-18
 or by chiral 

criteria 
19-20

. Besides these applications, 2D molecular 
templates were found recently efficient even for the formation 
of ordered arrays of nanoparticles 

21
. 

It is thus essential to establish how the different interactions 
combine if we want to be able to predict the induced structure 
associated with a given combination of molecule and 
crystalline substrate. It becomes now possible to make 
progress in this direction due to the constant improvement of 
numerical simulations, namely more accurate potentials in 
molecular dynamics,

22
 or more significant system capability in 

DFT in particular 
17, 23

. Therefore, we have chosen a particularly 
simple object, lamellar SAM made of elongated molecules, 10-
Alkyl-cyanobiphenyl molecules (10CB) to understand how to 
demarcate all forces responsible for 2D superstructure 
formation. 10CB molecules have been studied in the past, but 
here we study them on three different substrates, HOPG, MoS2 
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and Au[111]. It is known that examining the self-assembly of the 
same molecule on different substrates is a useful tool if we want to 
disentangle the respective influence of substrate/molecule 
interactions and intermolecular interactions on the assembly 
process 

24-26
 . 

10CB belongs to the class of n-Alkyl-cyanobiphenyl molecules 
(n-CB). Their structure consists of an aliphatic part (–[CH2]n–
CH3) and an aromatic part. Two phenyl rings represent the 
aromatic part with the terminal –C≡N (cyano) group associated 
with the presence of a large dipole moment 

27
. When the 

number of methylene units n (n = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12) varies, 
the molecular ordering on crystalline substrates may change. 
This effect was evidenced on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite 
(HOPG) 

28-32
 and molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) 

33-36
 substrates. 

It has been shown that the n-CB molecular rows can be kinked, 
inducing a specific kind of chirality related to the direction of 
the kinks 

13
. These kinked rows are common structures for a 

number of adsorbed molecules
37-39

 and we intend here to 
work towards a more general understanding of the origin of 
these kinked rows. We use a phenomenological model of 
lamellar structures 

40
 combined with DFT calculations and STM 

data analysis to unravel the role of the molecule/substrate and 
intermolecular interactions. We show that whereas the three 
kinds of structures are globally similar, they present specific 
differences. We thus explore how the combination of the 
interactions induces these kinked structures which mostly 
concerns van der Waals interactions between alkyl chains and 
cyanobiphenyl groups, steric interactions between 
cyanobiphenyl groups and molecule/substrate interactions. 
Not only are we able to confirm the specifically strong 
interactions between the cyanobiphenyl groups and MoS2 
most probably due to the large cyanobiphenyl dipolar 
moment, but we evidence a further breaking of symmetry for 
10CB/Au[111].  

Experimental 

An ethanolic solution of 10CB molecules (2.5×10
-7

 mol.L
-1

) was 
deposited on the surface of HOPG, MoS2, and Au[111] and let 
evaporating before the STM measurements. The HOPG and 
MoS2 substrates were cleaved just before the solution 
deposition and the Au[111]/mica substrate was annealed 
before deposition using a butane/propane torch. The STM 
measurements of freshly prepared gold surface revealed long-
range herringbone patterns associated with periodically white 
stripes on STM images (Fig.S0.) 

41
. This pattern corresponds to 

the well-known Au[111]/22×√3 reconstruction, with 23 surface 
atoms fitting into 22 lattice sites by compressing the topmost layer 
of the surface with the additional atoms

 42
. The existence of the 

reconstruction was considered as evidence of the surface 
purity. 

STM measurements. The SAMs were all studied under ambient 
atmospheric conditions using a commercial STM equipped 
with a low current head (Bruker, Nanoscope 3A). The 
calibration of the STM piezoceramics occurs regularly using the 
HOPG surface. The STM tip was prepared by mechanical 

cutting of a Pt/Ir (80:20) wire. For each monolayer, several 
STM-images were recorded in constant current mode with It 
ranging from 1.2 to 3 pA and tip bias Ut from 50 to 1500 mV. 
They were obtained from different samples and tips to check 
reproducibility and to ensure that the results are free from 
artefacts. All distances have been measured from five different 
images with further averaging. This allowed minimizing the 
errors caused by the thermal drift of the STM tip when 
working under ambient conditions. 

All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and used as 
received. HOPG, MoS2, and mica substrates covered with gold 
were purchased from Bruker (Germany) and Phasis 
(Switzerland), respectively. 

DFT calculations. All geometrical configurations and molecular 
wave functions were obtained for an isolated 10CB molecule in 
neutral form using the quantum-chemical calculations. The full 
geometry relaxation, the electron density (HOMO and LUMO 
levels), and the energies calculations are performed at the 
density functional theory (DFT) level with the hybrid B3LYP 
functional and standard 6-31G* basis set using the Gaussian’03 
program package. 

Adsorption energies of alkyl chains and head groups on gold 
have been calculated using the localized-orbitals basis set DFT 
code Fireball 

43
. Hence we have considered a 5x5 unit cell of 

Au(111) composed of 5 atomic layers in the XY plane. This unit 
cell is reproduced periodically in the XY plane through the DFT 
calculations and we have used a standard optimized spd basis 
set

44
. Then the molecular group has been placed on top of the 

gold slab and the full system has been optimized until the 
forces went below 0.1 eV/Å. Then from the obtained 
configuration, we have determined the interaction energy 
between the molecular group and the surface at different 
distances along the Z-axis. Van der Waals's interactions have 
been taken into account through the use of a specific 
formalism previously used for similar systems 

44
. This 

formalism is a perturbation theory which takes into account 
two major contributions: the first one is due to the small 
overlaps between the electronic wavefunctions of the two 
subsystems, and lead to a repulsive contribution. This 
contribution is determined through a Taylor expansion with 
the overlaps of the Löwdin orthogonalization of the atomic 
wavefunctions. The second contribution, namely the van der 
Waals interaction, arises from the dipolar interaction between 
the two subsystems. Hence, we calculate here all the atomic 
dipole interactions between atoms from the two subsystems 
and add this energy in perturbation theory to the whole 
system.  The dipole-dipole interaction is evolving in 1/r

3
, within 

the perturbation theory, we recover a 1/r
6
 behavior, 

characteristic of van der Waals interactions. 

Results and discussion 

The SAM of 10CB molecules on a HOPG substrate form large 
mono domains of size exceeding 400 nm

2
, characterized by a 

lamellar packing of the molecules. The rows of neighboring 
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domains are slightly dislocated with respect to each other, 
forming straight domain walls (Fig. 1a). The STM analysis of a 
higher resolution image (Fig. 1b) reveals the presence of a 
specific intra-row structure. The rows are formed of periodic 
groups of 10 molecules, shifted from each other, leading to 
kinked rows. A scheme on top of the STM image shows in 
Fig.1b the simplest unit cell between 2 consecutive kinks made 
of 10 molecules.  

Each unit cell corresponds to an arrangement of 10 elongated 
bright spots representing the location of the π-conjugated 
cyanobiphenyl head-groups of the 10CB molecules

29
. The 

shape of the spots agrees well with the calculated profile of 
the frontier wave functions of the 10CB molecules (Fig.S1a). 
The head-groups point inward with their –C≡N groups, facing 
each other, in agreement with previous results on the same 
system 

29
. In Fig.1b the contrast is poor on top of the alkyl tails 

compare to one of the aromatic head-groups. It is due to the 
low electron density of the alkyl tails. Nevertheless, a fine-
tuning of the STM tunnelling parameters allowed us to 
visualize the alkyl tails as repetitive bright spots (Fig. 1b).  

 

Figure.1 STM images of the SAM of 10CB molecules on a HOPG 
surface. a) – the large scale image (130×48 nm

2
) represents the 

border of the domain. b) – the small scale image (10×10 nm
2
) 

represents the internal kinked structure of the rows. The 
molecules superimposed on the STM image are mapping the 
unit cell. The angle α is the angle between the main 
crystallographic direction [100] of the HOPG substrate and the 
average row orientation created by the kinked structure. The 
corresponding STM parameters are It = 2 pA, Ut= 0.28 V. 

The extremities of two alkyl chains of two neighboring 
molecules in one unit-cell are separated by 5.3±0.4 Å (Fig. 1). 
This value is consistent with the value 2×TH=4.9 Å, where TH is 
the HOPG lattice parameter. The alkyl groups thus fit on the 
lattice, along the [100] direction, as expected 

45, 46
. The period 

P of the unit cells, measured along the [1-10] direction (Fig. 
1b), is equal to 41.7±1.5 Å, which is close to 10×TH×√3=42.5 Å. 
This confirms the commensurability of the unit cell and 
suggests that its orientation is imposed by the HOPG, with the 
border of the unit cell being oriented along the [100] direction 
(Fig.S2). The relative shift of the unit cells along the [100] 
direction at each kink is equal to the value of one THOPG: 
2.5±0.3 Å which again confirms the local epitaxy of the 10CB 
molecules on the HOPG lattice (see Tab. 1 and Fig.S2). 

Remarkably, the mean distance between endpoints of the 
neighboring cyanobiphenyl head-groups is 6±0.2 Å, larger than 
between endpoints of the alkyl chains, 5.3±0.4 Å, suggesting 
that the cyanobiphenyl groups do not fit the HOPG lattice. The 
larger inter-cyanobiphenyl group distance is consistent with a 
slightly fan-shaped structure, opposite to the strict alignment 
of the alkyl chains.  

As a result, the STM contrast for the molecules at the edges of 
a unit cell is higher than for other molecules (Fig.S3). Such 
difference can be explained by different STM tunnelling 
conditions through the cyanobiphenyl groups at the edges of a 
unit cell with respect to the different carbon atoms of the HOPG. 
This suggests a different location on the HOPG lattice. From 
this, we can conclude about a non-perfect epitaxy of the 
molecules on HOPG, especially for the cyanobiphenyl groups 
at the border of the unit cell. 

The SAM of 10CB molecules on MoS2 contains large mono 
domains, of width around 200×200nm

2
, also with a lamellar 

structure. The observations revealed the formation of a face-
to-face molecular arrangement of 10 molecules within a unit 
cell of MoS2 (Fig.2). The structure looks very similar to the one 
on HOPG (Fig. 1), but the STM contrast of 10CB on MoS2 was 
obtained only under a high applied bias, above 1.4 V, due to 
the semiconducting nature of the MoS2 substrate 

47
.  

From the images in Fig.2b, it is easy to identify the two phenyl 
rings of each 10CB molecule as they appear as two separate 
bright spots. In contrast, alkyl-chain appears as one elongated 
bright spot. The mean distances between the endpoints of the 
cyanobiphenyl groups and between the terminal groups of the 
alkyl chains in a single unit cell are equal to respectively 6±0.5 
Å and 5.5±0.4Å, respectively. 

These distances are close to the one on HOPG. On MoS2 (Tab. 
1), the head groups present an epitaxy with the lattice since 
they are separated by about 6 Å, i.e. 2×TMoS2 with TMoS2 = 3.16 
Å, the MoS2 lattice constant. This confirms an orientation of 
the biphenyl groups close to being parallel to the [120] 
direction, as already evidenced for 8CB on MoS2 

48-50
. 
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Figure.2 STM images of the SAM of 10CB molecules on a MoS2 
surface, a) – the large-scale image (20×7 nm

2
), b) – the small-

scale image (10×10 nm
2
) represents the 10CB, arranged in the 

rows with a kinked structure. The molecular structures 
superimposed on the image are mapping the unit cell. The 
angle α is the angle between the main crystallographic 
direction [110].  of the MoS2 substrate and the average row 
orientation created by the kinked structure.  The 
corresponding STM parameters are It =10 pA, Ut = 1.4 V.  

 The fan-shaped orientation is retained (Fig. 2a) with a slightly 
enlarged distance between the head group extremities with 
respect to the extremities of the alkyl chains as shown on 
Fig.2. The unit cell period P is established from the cross-
section along the [120] direction. It is equal to 48.5±0.5 Å 
which is indeed close to TMoS2×9×√3=49.3 Å (see Tab. 1, Fig.S4). 

To summarize, the packing structures of 10CB on HOPG and 
MoS2 are locally identical but with different epitaxial 
properties. On the one hand, they display similar 
intermolecular distances and a fan-shaped arrangement of the 
molecules within the unit cell. They also display specific 
orientations of the molecules with respect to the 
crystallographic directions of the substrates leading to a unit-
cell period of 41.7 Å along the longitudinal direction [1-10] on 
HOPG and of 48.5 Å, a much larger value, along [120] on MoS2.  

The SAM of the 10CB molecules on Au[111] form domains 
with various lateral sizes. The grain boundaries between 
domains correspond to dislocations of rows or disordered 
regions when the domains are tilted with respect to each other 

(Fig. 3a). When the substrate has been specifically prepared, 
the Au[111] reconstruction can be observed, coexisting with 
the 10CB network and not strongly modified by the adsorbed 
molecules.  

 

Figure 3. STM images of the SAM of 10CB molecules on an 
Au[111] surface. (a) – the large-scale image (130×48 nm

2
) 

presents domains oriented in equivalent direction, different by 
120°. (b) – the small-scale image (10×10 nm

2
) represents 10CB 

molecules arranged in a kinked structure. The molecules 
superimposed on the STM image define the most common cell 
structure containing eight molecules. The angle α is the angle 
between the crystallographic direction [110] of the Au 
substrate and the average row orientation created by the 
kinked structure.  The period P of the cells packing runs along 
the [112] crystallographic direction. The corresponding STM 
parameters are  It = 1.4 pA, Ut = 180 mV. 

The observation of the Au[111] reconstruction suggests an 
orientation of the cyanobiphenyl groups only slightly 
disoriented from the direction perpendicular to the [110] (Fig. 
S6), thus in agreement with alkyl chains oriented along the 
[110] direction and the cyanobiphenyl groups at 35°-40° from 
the alkyl chain direction (Fig. S1 and S5). This suggestion is 
confirmed by a distance between the extremities of the alkyl 
chains equal to 5.9±0.1 Å, in other words very close to 2×TAu = 
5.8 Å. The period P of the unit cells, measured along the [112] 
direction (Fig. 3b), is equal to 49.8±0.4 Å, which is close to 
10×TAu×√3=49.9 Å. These measurements demonstrate the 
local epitaxy of 10CB molecules also on Au[111] with the 
border of the unit-cell parallel to the [110] direction (see Tab. 
1, Fig.S5). The comparison between the typical distances of the 
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cells and their relationship with the underlying substrates are 
summarized in Tab.1 for each substrate, HOPG, MoS2 and 
Au[111]. 

The 10CB kinked structure on Au[111] looks similar to the one 
on HOPG and MoS2 but a careful STM analysis of various 
domains (Fig.3b) reveals two main differences. First, the 
number of molecules involved in the cells is different. Hence, 
even if we still can observe some packing made of 10 
molecules in a cell, the majority of the cells are constituted of 
8 molecules instead of 10, as revealed by Fig.3b and Fig.5b.  

In addition, the alternation of cells with different numbers of 
molecules is not regular. Second, the network on Au[111] 
systematically displays an additional anisotropy. Indeed, the 
facing molecules in the cell are clearly not equivalent in terms 
of STM contrast of the −CH3 terminal groups of the alkyl 
chains, as pointed out by the arrows on Fig. 3b (see also Fig. 

5b). This observation reveals that within the cells, the alkyl 
chains present two different positions on the Au lattice. This 
suggests that the facing molecules have different interactions 
with the substrate. This evidences a new breaking of symmetry 
along the direction of the alkyl chains, leading to an additional 
chiral feature on Au[111], compared to HOPG and MoS2 only 
characterized by the presence of the kinks. 

Discussion 

The three structures on the three substrates are obtained after 
evaporation of the solvent and are not changed after an 
annealing at around 50°C. The similarity between the structures 
obtained on the different substrates, their observed stability over 
time together with the result of the annealing, does not strictly 
demonstrate the equilibrium of the different structures but at least 
demonstrate that they are particularly stable structures. We indeed 
never observed a change of configuration while running the 
experiment. We thus analyse them using a phenomenological 
model based on the minimization of the free energy. Also, due to 
the large molecule-substrate and intermolecular interactions, 

the entropy term may be neglected with respect to the energy 
term. 

Epitaxy within the unit-cell 

On HOPG the ordering of the 10CB molecules results from the 
well-known epitaxy of the alkyl chains 

46, 51
. According to DFT 

simulations (Fig.S1a), the lowest energy conformation of a 

single and free 10CB molecule corresponds to an angle ψ 

between its alkyl chain and its cyanobiphenyl group at 37° that 
can fluctuate easily between 25° and 45°, due to the small 
torsion energy values. (Fig.S1) 

40, 49
. 

Since the mean distance between the alkyl chains on HOPG is 
of the order of 5.3 Å, the distance between the head-groups -
calculated from simple geometric consideration lies around 5 Å 
but can easily reach 6 Å. This corroborates with both the 
observed fan-shape of the cyanobiphenyl groups showing a 

continuous variation of the angle ψ from one side to the other 

and the average distance between the endpoints of the 

cyanobiphenyl groups which is closer to 6 Å than to the 
expected 5 Å. The minimum distance between the 
cyanobiphenyl groups is considered as 8 Å in the absence of 
repulsive interaction 

52
. For a distance of 6 Å between the 

cyanobiphenyl groups, there is an overlapping of the van der 
Waals radii (Fig. S7). The structure in the unit-cell being 
imposed by the alkyl chain packing, steric interactions must 
take place between the cyanobiphenyl groups and lead to the 
observed fan-shape structure within the unit-cells.  

On MoS2, the distance between the alkyl chains is similar to 
the one on HOPG and the same fan-shape is observed, leading 
to a distance between the cyanobiphenyl groups of the order 
of 6 Å in average, close to 2×TMoS2=6.3 Å. The epitaxy is now 
driven by the cyanobiphenyl groups oriented in average along 
the [120] direction of MoS2, known to be the favorable 
average orientation of the cyanobiphenyl groups on MoS2 

48-50
. 

However, the distance between cyanobiphenyl groups 
remaining small, a fan-shape of the molecular structure is 
again induced within the unit-cell in relation with steric 
interactions. 

Table 1. SAMs experimental parameters with respect to the substrate lattice parameters. 

SURFACE 
Substrate 

Lattice param. 
T, Å 

Separation. * 
alkyl-chains, Å 

Shortest dist.† head-
groups, Å 

Unit cell shift, 
Å 

Period of packing P, 
Å 

Number of mol. in 
a unit cell 

HOPG 2.46 
5.3±0.4 6±0.2 2.5±0.2 41.7±1.5 

10 
2×THOPG − THOPG 10×THOPG×√3 

Au[111] 2.88 
5.7±0.1 7.3 ±0.2 5.8±0.2 49.8±0.4 

8/10 
2×TAu − 2×TAu 10×TAu×√3 

MoS2 3.16 
5.5±0.4 6±0.5 7.8±0.7 48.5±0.5 

10 
− 2× TMoS2 − 9× TMoS2×√3 

*- was measured between the extremities of the alkyl chains. †- was measured between the extremities of the cyanobiphenyl groups 
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On Au[111], like on HOPG, the even larger alkyl 
chain/substrate interactions 

53
 favor an orientation of all alkyl 

chains along the [110] direction. The Au[111] period is larger, 
but the still observed cyanobiphenyl fan-shaped arrangement 
suggests that the steric interactions between the 
cyanobiphenyl groups are still present in relation to a distance 
between the cyanobiphenyl groups still smaller than 8 Å 

52
. 

To summarize, the unit cell structure of 10CB may be 
explained by a local epitaxy imposed by the 
molecule/substrate interactions favored by the alkyl chains on 
HOPG and Au[111] and by the cyanobiphenyl groups on MoS2, 
On HOPG and on MoS2 the small lateral distances between the 
molecules, in particular, the neighboring alkyl chains, also 
suggests non-negligible intermolecular attractive van der 
Waals interactions between neighboring molecules in the unit 
cell. However, how to explain the presence of the kinks on all 
substrates independently of the distance between neighboring 
molecules? 

Origin of the kinks and consequences 

A former theoretical investigation has shown that the kinks 
can induce the formation of an incommensurate SAM 
depending on the average distance between the kinks 

40
. The 

observation of cells on Au[111] of size varying between 8 and 
10 molecules with no regular pattern is fully consistent with an 
incommensurate adsorbed structure. The feature that can be 
defined similarly for all studied substrates in order to 
characterize the kinked molecular rows is the angle α between 
the average row orientation associated with the kinks and the 
substrate crystallographic direction parallel to the short side of 
the cell (Fig. 1-3, Fig. S5). For α =0°, the rows are straight, and 
there is no kink-induced symmetry breaking. As such, α is one 
of the features defining the SAM chirality on a given substrate. 
It increases from HOPG to Au[111] : α = 4.7° for 10CB/HOPG, 
8.9° for 10CB/MoS2, 10.2° for 10CB/Au[111]), evidencing larger 
chiral features for 10CB/MoS2 and 10CB/Au[111] with respect 
to 10CB/HOPG.  

The theoretical model has shown that α depends on two 
parameters 

40
. The first parameter is the ratio P/L0, where P is 

the longitudinal period of packing along the substrate 
crystallographic direction (Fig. 1-3, Tab. 1), and L0 is the natural 
longitudinal period of a free-standing 10CB monolayer without 
substrate. L0 is expected to be close to two times the 
molecular length. For rows of period L0 non-negligible 
attractive interactions between neighboring rows are expected 
to be mediated by van der Waals attractions between the 
terminal groups of alkyl chains of molecules belonging to 
neighboring rows. It has already been shown that van der 
Waals attractions between the extremities of alkyl chains can 
be the driving force at the origin of a SAM structure, for 
example, for triphenylene molecules adsorbed on Au[111] 

6
. 

However, a period small enough to allow for significant 
attractive interactions between neighboring rows may be not 
compatible with a commensurate period, this latter being 
favorable for molecule/substrate interactions. The second 
parameter is thus the ratio of the molecule/substrate 

interaction over the interaction between neighboring rows. As 
underlined by the ellipses on Fig. S5, in close proximity to the 
kinks, the distance between the extremities of alkyl chains 
belonging to neighboring rows is significantly decreased and 
thus the Van der Waals attractive interactions are increased. 
The kinks thus favor attractive inter-row interactions. 

It has been shown in the theoretical model that the feature α 
defined by the kink value increases with P/L0 and thus with P

 

40
. This is in perfect agreement with the observed increasing P 

values from HOPG to Au[111] (Tab.1). The larger α values on 
MoS2 and Au[111] also suggest, according to the model, a 
larger molecule/substrate interaction for these two latter 
substrates with respect to HOPG. Small α values are indeed 
only possible for small molecule/substrate interactions 

40
. The 

experimental observations thus allow for an interpretation of 
the two large P values obtained on MoS2 and on Au[111] (48.5 
Å and 49.8 Å  Table 1). In both cases, P could have been 
decreased to 8×a×√3 on MoS2 instead of 9×a×√3 and 9×a×√3 
on Au[111] instead of 10×a×√3, without even reaching a value 
as small as the observed 41.7Å on HOPG. According to the 
model, a corresponding small α value would be obtained for 
small enough molecule/substrate interactions only. For large 
molecule/substrate interactions either α = 0 or large α values 
are possible

 40
. 

To understand why α = 0 is not possible, we have to come back 
to the observed fan-shaped structure of the cyanobiphenyl 
groups, which demonstrates the presence of steric interactions 
between the cyanobiphenyl groups. These steric interactions 
can be released in the presence kinks and this explains the 
observed different STM contrast at the unit-cell border: the 
STM contrast would be associated with slightly different 
localization of the corresponding cyanobiphenyl groups to the 
underlying substrate. If steric interactions take place, the 
formation of infinitely straight rows (α = 0°) is not allowed. We 
consequently interpret the observed large (and similar) α and 
P values on MoS2 and on Au[111] as related to similar large 
molecule/substrate interactions, larger than the ones of the 
10CB molecules on HOPG that prevent only small α values. 
Steric interactions between the cyanobiphenyl groups in the 
same time prevent the possibility of α = 0° (no kink). 

Molecule/substrate interactions 

We can now focus on the molecule/substrate interactions and 
use the previously obtained information to quantify them. It is 
well-known that similarly to HOPG and despite a non-real 
epitaxy of the –CH2– groups on Au[111], there is a strong 
tendency of the alkyl chains to align along the [110] direction 
on Au[111] 

53
. This is in agreement with the measured distance 

between the alkyl chains, commensurate to Au[111]. Due to 
the favorable locations for the –CH2– groups of the alkyl chains 
along the [110] direction 

54
, we would expect identical 

locations for all the alkyl chains in a 10CB cell on Au[111] 
54

. 
However, our experiment reveals different STM contrasts at 
the endpoints of the alkyl chains of the facing molecules (Fig.3 
and Fig. 4b). This result suggests that two different 
molecule/substrate interactions may impose the observed 
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10CB/Au[111] packing, namely not only the alkyl 
chain/Au[111] but also the cyanobiphenyl/Au[111] ones. To 
support this hypothesis, we have performed DFT calculations 
of the Au[111] interactions with an alkyl chain and with a 
cyanobiphenyl group. The results are presented on Fig. 4a 
where the interaction value is shown as a function of the 
distance between the functional group and the Au[111] lattice. 
We have recovered large alkyl chain/Au[111] interactions, at 
around –1.2 eV for an alkyl chain made of 10 methylene units. 
This value is close to –1.06 eV that can be extracted from the 
known value of –0.106 eV/CH2 group, previously found 
experimentally 

55
. It is about two times larger than on HOPG 

56
.  

 

Figure 4. a) Calculated adsorption energy curves for alkyl chain 
made of 10 methylene units (black) and cyanobiphenyl head 
groups (red) on Au[111] surface, as a function of the molecule-
surface distance – and b) STM image of 10CB molecules on 
Au[111] in multicolor scale which shows the difference of STM 
contrasts at the endpoints of facing molecules within a cell. 

Our simulations shown in Fig. 4a also evidence significant 
interactions between the cyanobiphenyl group and Au[111], at 
around –0.85 eV per cyanobiphenyl group. The fact that these 
two values are close to each other supports the hypothesis 
that in a 10CB cell on Au[111] both alkyl chains/Au[111] and 
cyanobiphenyl group/Au[111] can drive the molecule 
orientation and position. The observation of different STM 
contrasts for the facing molecules in a single cell (Fig.4b) 
constitutes evidence of their different locations with respect to 
the substrate. It thus suggests that significant variations of the 
interaction occur depending on the position of the functional 
group with respect to the Au[111] lattice. The consequence for 

the two facing molecules is that either the alkyl chain/Au[111] 
or the cyanobiphenyl group/Au[111] interactions dominate. 
The importance of the location is already known for the alkyl 
chains on Au[111] 

54
. As a result, for the 10CB molecule made 

of the two groups attached, the alkyl chain and the 
cyanobiphenyl group, we may obtain two positions with 
respect to the substrate lattice of very close adsorption 
energy. These two locations may explain the different STM 
contrast of the facing molecules. It may then be responsible 
for the additional chiral feature of the 10CB structure on 
Au[111]. 

We have calculated the corresponding variations of 
cyanobiphenyl/Au[111] interactions when the location of the 
cyanobiphenyl group varies on the Au[111] surface, leading to 
variations as high as 0.25 eV (Fig.S8). Using DFT calculations, 
we estimate a 10CB/Au[111] interaction of around –2 eV per 
molecule. On HOPG, the dominating molecule/substrate 
interaction is with the alkyl chain. It is around –0.65 eV, in 
relation to the 10 –CH2 groups of 10CB 

40
. So the 10CB/HOPG 

interaction can be considered as lower than –2×0.65 eV taking 
into account the cyanobiphenyl/HOPG interactions as lower 
than 0.65 eV per molecule. The 10CB/Au[111] interaction is 
thus larger in agreement with the analysis of the kinked 
structure in the previous section. We expect similar 
molecule/substrate interactions per unit length on MoS2 with 
respect to Au[111], in relation to the close values of α and P 
for the two substrates. Based on the value obtained on 
Au[111], we obtain –2.2 eV per molecule on MoS2 accounting 
for the different epitaxy between the two substrates that leads 
to different distances between molecules (Table 1). To 
evaluate the part of these interactions related to the alkyl 
chain/MoS2 interactions, we consider the case of an epitaxy of 
the alkyl chain on MoS2 equivalent to the one on HOPG. This 
gives a limit for the most significant interactions that can be 
expected. Van der Waals interactions are 1.5 larger on MoS2 
than on HOPG, in relation to the differences between the 
dielectric permittivity of the two materials 

57-61
. So we 

calculate that the limit value is –1.5×0.65 = –0.97 eV. The 
interactions are even weaker since alkyl chains are not in 
epitaxy with MoS2. As a result, the interaction between the 
cyanobiphenyl group and MoS2 is stronger than between the 
alkyl chain and MoS2, despite a larger number of carbon atoms 
in the alkyl chains. This result is in contrast with the Au[111] 
substrate (Fig.4). This confirms the occurrence of specific 
interactions between the cyanobiphenyl group and MoS2 
already evidenced by the analysis of the 8CB SAM 

62
. This could 

be related to the dipolar nature of the MoS2 surface associated 
with the presence of a plane of molybdenum below the last 
sulphur plane, thus favoring significant dipole-dipole 
interactions with the n-CB molecules and their large dipole 
moment 

27
. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, combining STM measurements and DFT 
calculations, we interpret the variations of the 10CB 
monolayer organization on HOPG, MoS2 and Au[111] as the 
result of the combination of all interactions, 
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molecule/substrate interactions and intermolecular 
interactions, where attractive van der Waals interactions 
between alkyl chains (both laterally and longitudinally) and 
between cyanobiphenyl groups, steric interactions between 
cyanobiphenyl groups are involved. The balance of interactions 
leads to kinked lamellar monolayers with various chiral 
features. Locally the structure is similar for all substrates and 
monitored by the epitaxy, either of the alkyl chains (for HOPG 
and Au[111]) or the cyanobiphenyl groups (for MoS2), which 
controls the orientation of the unit-cell and its lateral 
structure. Ideally, this would induce non-kinked straight rows 
(α = 0), commensurate parallel and perpendicular to the rows. 
However, two interactions act against straight rows: (1) steric 
interactions between the cyanobiphenyl groups – they induce 
fan-shaped structures and are released in presence of kinks-; 
(2) attractive interactions between the rows – they mainly 
occur between the extremities of alkyl chains belonging to 
neighboring rows and are favored at the proximity of the kinks. 
For significant molecule/substrate interactions (MoS2 and 
Au[111]), the smallest commensurate period perpendicular to 
the rows would impose straight rows which is forbidden. It is 
thus replaced by a large commensurate period. As a result, the 
attractive inter-row interactions also impose large kinks in 
order to minimize the inter-row distance. On MoS2 and 
Au[111], of large and similar molecule/substrate interaction, 
large and similar average tilts of the rows are induced, 
corresponding to large chiral features, more significant than 
for HOPG. We expect this behavior to be generalizable to most 
of the kinked-row structures. Finally, using DFT calculations, 
we now understand the nature of the more significant 
interactions on Au[111] and MoS2. On Au[111], the 
molecule/substrate interactions (around 2 eV per molecule) 
allow for an additional asymmetric feature, one of the facing 
molecule is dominated by the alkyl chain/Au[111] interaction, 
the other one by cyanobiphenyl group/ Au[111] interaction. 
On MoS2, this is not the case. The molecule/substrate 
interactions (around 2.2 eV per molecule) are only dominated 
by the cyanobiphenyl group interaction with MoS2. It confirms 
the specificity of the interaction of the n-CB series on MoS2, 
most probably due to their large dipole moment. These large 
molecule/substrate interactions could also influence MoS2 
monolayers for new attractive electronic properties. 
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